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Abstract
Aunique property of Zeeman effect basedmanipulation of paramagnetic particle’smotion is the
ability to control velocities of both atoms andmolecules. In particular themovingmagnetic trap
decelerator is capable of slowing and eventually trappingmixtures of both cold atoms and cold
molecules generated in a supersonic expansion.Here we report the deceleration ofmolecular oxygen
together withmetastable argon atoms. The coldmixturewith temperature below 1 K is slowed from
an initial velocity of 430m s−1 down to 100m s−1. Our decelerator spans 2.4m and consists of 480
quadrupole traps.Our results pave theway for the study of sympathetic cooling ofmolecules by laser
cooled atoms.

The production of cold and ultracoldmolecules is a growing field fueled bymany possible applications in
different disciplines such as cold chemistry, precision spectroscopy and degenerate quantumgas research. The
internalmolecular degrees of freedom such as rotation or vibration, which are absent in atoms, offermany
opportunities. However, they also introduce complexity, presenting new experimental challenges, such that
novelmethods need to be developed to gain access and control over the additional degrees of freedom.

Despite the growing effort, production of ultracoldmolecular ensembles is still a formidable experimental
challengewith no proven and generalmethods for cooling and trapping. Laser-cooling, while largely successful
and straightforward for particular atoms, can only be applied to a small set ofmolecules with favorable
vibrational transitions [1–3]. Several alternative approaches for producing coldmolecules are currently being
pursued in various labs around theworld. The indirect strategy uses laser-cooled alkali-metal atoms, which are
assembled into ultra-coldmolecules via photo-association [4] andmagneto-association[5, 6]. Utilizing thewell
established techniques from thefield of cold atoms, few bi-alkalimolecules have been produced at ultra cold
temperatures and even close to the quantumdegeneracy limit [7]. Direct approaches include buffer gas cooling,
wheremolecules are cooled by collisions with helium atoms in cryogenic environment [8]. The obtained
temperatures are typically in the range of 0.5–4 Kwhere even lower temperatures can be reached by applying
velocityfiltering [9]. Using these techniques a large variety of atomic andmolecular species have been cooled and
fewparamagneticmolecular species have been trapped in deepmagnetic traps generated by superconducting
coils [10]. Finally the efficient cooling of both internal and translational degrees of freedom taking place during
adiabatic expansion of supersonic beams can be combinedwith a variety ofmethods that allow for the
manipulation of the beammean velocity.

The benefits of supersonic beams as a source of cold atoms ormolecules have been already realized half a
century ago.Here, the highflux of atoms and smallmolecules can be producedwith all the degrees of freedom
cooled to about 1 K but translationally accelerated in the forward direction to velocities of several hundreds to
thousands ofmeters per second. Supersonic beams are produced by the adiabatic expansion of a high pressure
gas through a small aperture into vacuum. In addition to the carrier gas, which is typically a noble gas such asHe,
Ne, Ar or Kr,many other atoms andmolecules can be entrained or seeded into the beambymeans of laser
ablation or passing the beam through a vapor cell. For some applications, such asmerged beams cold-collision
experiments [11], the high beam velocity in the lab frame of reference does not impose a fundamental limit.
However, in order to approach quantumdegeneracy it is necessary to apply additional phase space compression
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schemeswhich require decelerating and trapping of themolecules, while ideally conserving the initial phase
space density (PSD). During the last two decades, experiments began to explore the possibility of reducing the
mean velocity of supersonic beams by dynamically controlling inhomogeneous electromagnetic fields. Polar
molecules [12, 13] andRydberg atoms andmolecules [14] can be decelerated using inhomogeneous electric
fields, whereas paramagnetic atoms’ andmolecules’ velocity can bemanipulated using interactionwith high
magnetic fields [15, 16].High intensity optical fields have been used to decelerate both atoms andmolecules
[17]. Themost promisingmethod to bring a supersonic beam to stop involves deceleration in a true three
dimensional trap. In an ‘ideal’ adiabatic decelerator, particles can be brought to rest without losses and heating,
thereby conserving the initial PSD [18].Whilemolecules with differentmass to dipolemoment have been co-
decelerated [19], themovingmagnetic trap decelerator offers the unique advantage of allowing both atoms and
molecules, with differentmass tomagneticmoment ratio, to be co-decelerated and trapped in amagnetic trap.
In addition, our decelerator’s acceptance has a phase space volume that is two orders ofmagnitude larger than in
other decelerationmethods [20]. This opens a path towards application of either direct evaporative or
sympathetic cooling of themolecules using high densities of co-trapped atoms as a thermal bath. According to
DSMCgas flow simulation, very high densities of light atoms, up to 1013 atoms cm−3 [21], amenable to laser
cooling can be entrained into the supersonic expansion. A possible example is atomic lithium co-decelerated
withNHmolecule. Initial theoretical studies show that sympathetic cooling is favorable in this system [22].

In our approach amovingmagnetic trap is created by a series of spatially overlapping quadrupole traps that
are activated by a temporally overlapping pulse sequence. Each current pulse follows a half-sine shape. The
timing sequence is illustrated infigure 1(B), where every consecutive trap it activated at the peak current of the
preceding trap. As the velocity of the trapping region decreases, the current pulse duration has to increase
accordingly. For constant deceleration, a, the amount of kinetic energy, EkΔ , that is removed by each trap is
constant and given by E Ma xkΔ Δ= , whereM is themass of the particle and xΔ is the distance between adjacent
traps. Themaximal attainable deceleration am is approximated by a B M xm m mμ Δ≈ − where mμ is themagnetic
moment of the particle andBm is themaximalmagnetic field that is generated by the front coil of the trap. The
necessary current pulse waveform is conveniently generated by discharging a capacitor with capacitanceC
through an inductor with inductance L, which results in a period of LC2π . In addition, a thyristor is added in
series to the LC circuit. The thyristor here plays two roles:first, it allows to set the discharge time of the capacitor
by applying an electric pulse to its gate electrode. Second, it acts as a diode that opens the circuit after half an
oscillation periodwhen the current direction changes sign. Unlike the case of amultistage Zeeman decelerator,

Figure 1.Experimental apparatus. (A) Schematics of electronics used in a single configurable LCmodule that drives 48 traps. A boost
converter circuit (BCC) charges a variable capacitor (CBOX)which is then discharged through a variable inductor (LBOX) in order to
deliver the required current pulse to each of the traps. The resulting temporal shape of the current is illustrated in (B). (C) Schematic
representation of the experiment. A supersonic beamofO2withAr* is produced by an Even–Lavie valve with a dielectric barrier
discharge. Prior to the deceleration, the Ar* is optically pumped to themJ = 2. The beam enters themoving trap decelerator consisting
of 480 overlapping quadrupole traps. The decelerated beam ismeasured by anMCPdetectorwithO2moleculesfirst ionized by
REMPI laser pulse.
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the current is switched off at zero value. This property significantly relaxes the requirements from the electronic
components.

In our earlier workwe demonstrated deceleration ofmetastable neon from430m s−1 to 50 m s−1 using 213
overlapping traps extending over 1.14 m [23].While this first generation decelerator has been successful as a
proof-of-principle experiment, it had a few limitations that impeded its use in trapping experiments. First, its
short length imposed a limit on the initial velocity ormass tomagneticmoment ratio of the decelerated particles.
The second shortcomingwas the lack offlexibility in generating variable duration current pulses. In the proof-
of-principle experiment, variation in pulse durationwas achieved by adding an additional variable inductance in
series with the traps. Only limited tunability can be achieved using thismethod, requiring a different set offixed
capacitors per each trap circuit for different deceleration sequences, alongwith high voltages reaching 900 V.
Both of these issues have been solved in our newmovingmagnetic trap decelerator.

The new decelerator consists of 480 traps and spans 2.4 m long. Althoughwe have scaled up the systemby
more than a factor of two, we have reduced its overall complexity by developing a newdesign of the high current
driving electronics. Themain improvement in the newdesign ismoving from a dedicated capacitor per trap to
ten configurable LCmodules (CLCM), which drive all the traps. A single CLCMconsists of three parts: a variable
binary inductor (Lbox), a variable binary capacitor (Cbox) and a boost converter circuit (BCC). The schematic
diagramof the electronic circuit is depicted infigure 1(A). The variable binary capacitor ismade of seven
capacitors with capacitances of 1, 2, 4,…, 64 μF that can be connected in parallel electronically (using IGBTs) to
form an effective capacitor with any capacitance between 1 and 127 μFwith a resolution of 1 μF. Similarly, the
variable binary inductor consists of four coils with inductances of 2, 4, 8 and 16 μH,which can be interconnected
in series to form an effective inductor having any inductance between 0 and 30 μHwith a resolution of 2 μH.The
boost converter power supply has a capacitor bank of 40 mF, which is charged to 150 Vprior to the deceleration
sequence and stores all the required energy. In addition, a BCC charges theCbox to 600 V after each discharge
cycle during the deceleration sequence. Since eachCLCMdrives 48 traps along the decelerator,multiplexing is
achieved by having a thyristor in series with each trap. Twohome builtfield programmable gate array boards are
used to control the CLCMs and activate the traps by triggering the thyristors.

Themechanical dimensions of the traps are similar to the first generation design. Each trap ismade of two
coils where the front (back) coil consists of 4 × 4 (2 × 4) turns of 26AWGmagnetic wire. The coils’ bore
diameter is 10.2 mmand the center to center distance between twoneighboring traps is 5 mm. Every ten traps
aremounted in an aluminumhousing and encapsulated by thermally conductive epoxy. The aluminumhousing
provides structural integrity aswell as heat sinking. Thesemodules aremounted over the vacuum tube, which is
made of Inconel with an outer diameter of 10 mmandwall thickness of 0.25 mm.The 2.5 m long tube is
pumped only from the two sides, whichwe found to be sufficient whenworking at repetition rates below 1 Hz.
The trap front coil produces amagnetic field of 0.8 Tesla at the peak current of 500 A. In the first half of the
decelerator, where the velocity is high and the pulse duration is short (20–30 sμ ), the Lbox is bypassed (reducing
parasitic resistance) and pulse duration tuning is achievedwith theCbox alone. This allows us to increase the
peak current in this deceleration section to 600 A.

In order to demonstrate the capability of themoving trap decelerator to simultaneously slow atoms and
molecules, we chose amixture ofmolecular oxygen togetherwithmetastable argon (Ar*).Whilemany radicals
are paramagnetic in their ground-state, they need to be produced and seeded or entrained into the supersonic
beam,whereasmolecular oxygen, which is paramagnetic aswell, can be directly used in a supersonic expansion.
Therefore, a very large number ofO2molecules can be obtained and decelerated [25–27]. The electronic ground
state g

3Σ − ofO2 has two unpaired electrons, which in the ‘fully stretched’ state corresponds tomagneticmoment
of 2≈ Bμ (Bohrmagneton) and amass tomagneticmoment ratio of 16 amu/ Bμ . Due to the bosonic nature of
16O2 its rotational states can take only odd numbers. In addition, due to spin–rotation interaction (S=1,N=1)
the ground state is split to J= 0, 1 and 2 levels. The energies of the Zeeman sub-levels as a function of the
magnetic field are presented infigure 2(A). Out of the nine states, four are lowfield seekers. However, only the
J m2, 2j∣ = = 〉has a linear Zeeman shift with amagneticmoment that is large enough at the relevantmagnetic
fields (below 1 Tesla) to undergo deceleration down to the lowest velocity. Themetastable 3P2 state of argon
exhibits a linear Zeeman effect, where the two low-field seeking sub-levels have amass tomagneticmoment
ratio of 13 amu/ Bμ (mJ = 2) and 26 amu/ Bμ (mJ = 1).

Our experimental apparatus is presented infigure 1(C). A supersonic beamwith amixture of 99%Ar and
1%O2 is produced using an Even–Lavie pulsed valve [28]. A small fraction of the neutral Ar beam is excited to
the 4s3P2metastable state by electron impact using a dielectric barrier discharge [29], which ismounted near the
orifice of the nozzle.We cool the valve to 125 K at a stagnation pressure of 3.5 bar in order to reduce the initial
mean velocity of the supersonic beam to 450 m s−1 with FWHMof 50 m s−1. The beampasses a 4 mmdiameter
skimmer,mounted 15 cm from the valve, before it reaches the first quadrupole trap that is located 37 cm from
the valve. At the output side of the decelerator amicro-channel plate (MCP) detector is positioned 9 cm from the
center of the last trap. Afive fold increase in the number of Ar* atoms in fully stretchedmj = 2 state is achieved by
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means of optical pumping on the P 4s(3 2) 4p(5 2)3
2 2 3↔ transitionwith a circularly polarized laser light at

811 nm.While Ar* atoms can be detected directly using theMCP, theO2 has to befirst ionized by resonance
enhancedmultiphoton ionization (REMPI) process, where only the product ions are then detected by theMCP.

The 2+1REMPI process consists of the spectroscopically resolved two-photon transitionC3
s ( 2)g g

3σ Π ν′ = ← X ( 0)g
3Σ ν″ =− at 287 nm, followed by a third photon that ionizes themolecule in a bound to

continuum transition.We use 15 mJ nanosecond laser pulses generated by a pulsed dye laser (SirahCobra-
Stretch pumped by Spectra PhysicsQuanta-Ray Pro) and focused by 200 mm lens onto the beamabout 1 cm
from theMCP. Figure 2(B) shows ameasuredREMPI spectrumofO2 that was guided through the decelerator.
This part of the spectrum consists of transitions to the spin–orbit level F= 2 ( 2Ω′ = ) of the C g

3Π intermediate
state [26]. TheO2 time-of-flight (TOF)measurements that are presented belowwere obtained using the
transition line labeled by the arrow infigure 2(B). Since this transition addresses only the J 2″ = , we only
measure the two lowfield seeking states in the J 2″ = ground statemanifold (blue lines), although the lowfield
seeker states in the J 1″ = manifold (black lines) are decelerated aswell.

The experimental results are presented infigure 3 and consist of seven TOF traces including the free flight
(decelerator is off) and decelerated bunches at final velocities in the range of 350–100 m s−1 for bothO2 (blue
line) andAr*(red and inverted). In the case of Ar* theMCP amplified signal was acquiredwith 20 averages. To
obtain time trace forO2, the delay of the REMPI laser pulsewas scannedwith respect to deceleration sequence
and the resulting ion signal was integrated for each delay time. The plotted traces ofO2 are the result of averaging
over 4–16measurements. The results for theAr* andO2were acquired separately since they aremeasuredwith

Figure 2.Molecular oxygen. (A) Zeeman shift ofO2 ground state sub-levels as a function of themagneticfield. The four sub-levels,
which are low-field seekers at thismagneticfield interval, are shown by the solid blue and black lines. The energy levels have been
calculated following [24]. (B) REMPI spectrumof theC3 s ( 2)g g

3σ Π ν′ = ← X ( 0)g
3Σ ν″ =− transition. The blue arrow indicates the

wavelength that was used for the detection ofO2 in the deceleration experiments. This transition only addresses the population in the
J=2manifold.

Figure 3.Deceleration ofO2 andAr*. Time offlight curve ofO2 (blue) andAr* (red) for various final velocities, from free flight with
average velocity of 450 m s−1 down to 100 m s−1. The free flight trace was scaled by 100 for clarity.
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the sameMCP, but require different gain settings for the current amplifier due to the two distinct detection
schemes. Otherwise, the experiment sequences were identical. Each of the two sets were normalized according to
the peak signal of thefinal velocity of 350 m s−1 and the free TOF traces weremultiplied by 100 for clarity. The
lowestfinal velocity that we report here is 100 m s−1, limited only by the expansion that occurs during the free
propagation from the last decelerator coil to the detector. One can observe a small delay in the detection of Ar*
compared toO2which increases with higher deceleration values. This is attributed to a small difference in the
TOFdistance, which for oxygenmolecules is shorter since they are ionized about 1 cm in front of theMCP
detector.

Infigure 4(A)we plot the relative total number of Ar* atoms andO2molecules that weremeasured as a
function of thefinal velocity. Both curves were separately normalized to the final velocity of 300 m s−1. In both
species there is a slight increase in the total number at afinal velocity of 300 m s−1 as comparedwith 350 m s−1,
due to the asymmetric trapping potential which at low deceleration values is limited by the height of the back
effective barrier.

In the case ofO2, we see a drop in particle number at afinal velocity of 250 m s−1, which occurs due to the loss
of the population in J m2, 1J∣ = = 〉 sub-level, which can no longer be decelerated. The same effect is absent in
the case of Ar* due to the optical pumping to themJ = 2 state. The drop in particle numbers at the lowestfinal
velocity can be partially explained by the reduced detection efficiency due to the slow bunch expansion during
the freeflight. The effective trapping potentials in the decelerated frame of reference with afinal velocity of
100 m s−1 are plotted infigure 4(B). At this deceleration value the trap depth of Ar* ismore than twice as deep as
that ofO2 due to the preferablemass tomagneticmoment ratio.

In summary, we demonstrate for the first time the capability of themovingmagnetic trap decelerator to
simultaneously deceleratemolecules and atoms.We have slowedmolecular oxygen together withAr* in a
supersonic beam from an initial velocity of 430 m s−1 to a final velocity of 100 m s−1, removing 95%of the
kinetic energy. One of the promising schemes to produce ultra-coldmolecules is sympathetic cooling via
collisions with laser cooled atoms. Therefore, decelerating a cold (300 mK) atom–moleculemixture into a
permanentmagnetic trap brings uswithin reach of testing such a cooling scheme. AlthoughAr* has been used in
magneto optical trap (MOT) and laser cooled to a temperature below 1mK [30, 31], it has a few disadvantages.
First, various quenching processes limit themaximal number of atoms that we can create within the supersonic
expansion to below 108.More importantly,metastable argon collisions with neutralmoleculesmay lead to
Penning ionization losses that are not suppressed by spin polarization as in the case ofmetastable helium.
Lithiumon the other hand, is amore promising candidate for sympathetic cooling.With amass tomagnetic
moment of 7 amu/ Bμ , 7Li can easily be decelerated after being entrained into a supersonic beam [32]. Quantum
degenerate gas of Li is routinely produce inmany labswhere the bosonic 7Li is used to sympathetically cool the
fermionic 6Li. In addition, lithiumwas laser-cooled in Ioffe–Pritchardmagnetic trap using a single laser beam
[33]. Another important advantage of using amixture of atoms andmoleculesmay arise when considering the
application of evaporative cooling [34].Here, density and the elastic collision cross-sections are themost
important parameters. However,most paramagneticmolecules are not easily produced in large numbers and
the evaporation process itself trades the number of particles for lower temperatures. This problem can be

Figure 4. (A) Relative number ofO2molecules (blue) andAr* atoms (red) as a function of thefinal velocity. Both curves were
normalized to thefinal velocity of 300 m s−1. (B) The effective trapping potentials forO2 andAr* in a decelerating frame of reference
with final velocity of 100 m s−1.
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circumvented by having a large number of coolant atoms together with the desiredmolecule. In this case, one
can apply forced evaporation only to the atoms, without sacrificing the number ofmolecules.

An alternative approach to obtain amixture ofmolecules and atoms is to decelerate themolecules andmerge
themwith a cloud of ultracold atoms in aMOT.AlthoughMOT can reach atoms number as large as 1010 at
density of 1012, the contradicting requirements of large optical access on one hand and a smallmagnetic trap on
the other, impose a significant technical challenge.Whereas our approach has the potential of obtaining higher
densities, good spatial overlap between atoms andmolecules andwith an overall reduced complexity.

Currently our group is focused on building a permanentmagnetic trap, wheremixtures of atoms and
molecules can be stored for longer times, permitting studies of collisional properties at low trapping
temperatures.We are also exploring efficient lithium entrainmentmethods.
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